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Paris, April 2020

Solidarity Campaign: ComedoresPopularesArgentina2020
Aims, procedure, policy of transparency

Aims: In view of the serious health and social crisis aggravated by years of neoliberal economic policies of the 
Macri government, ACAF proposes itself as a guarantor and mediator to convey economic or material aid that 
can be collected through donations in France and Europe to shelters and emergency kitchens in popular, 
neglected neighborhoods in Argentina.
Recipients: May benerfit of a donation those shelters and emergency kitchens belonging to political and social 
organizations with whom ACAF has established contact and that can ensure the good use of donated funds and 
materials.
Resources: ACAF relies on the voluntary work of its members for the coordination, the information (through its 
social media, website, etc.) and the collection of funds through its legal and banking infrastructures, duly 
registered under French national law.
Funds: Any person, association, institution or enterprise can freely donate by bank transfer, or via the 
“crowdfunding” account that the ACAF Administrative Board (ACAF AB) has established for this purpose, using 
the label ComedoresArgentina2020.
Donate through bank transfer to:

To receive  a donation receipt please 
send an email with the transfer 
ticket to acafcorreo@gmail.com

Likewise you can donate through the "  crowdfunding"   website:  
https://www.helloasso.com/associations/assemblee-de-citoyens-argentins-en-france/collectes/solidarite-avec-
les-cantines-populaires-en-argentine 
Duration: in view of the social and economic crisis that may follow the health crisis caused by Covid-19, this 
solidarity campaign will continue throughout the year 2020. The AB of ACAF will evaluate the possibility of 
continuing the campaign beyond 2020. It may also decide to terminate the campaign at any time.
Choice of recipients: the candidates to benefit of a donation will be brought to the knowledge of the AB of 
ACAF. A member of the AB will stand as a guarantor and a contact with the candidate. Once a candidate is 
introduced, the AB will proceed to vote and, if approved, designate the candidate as a recipient.
Limit and scope of the donations: ACAF has established a limit of 600 € for each beneficiary, divided in 3 
contributions of 200 €, depending on the level of funds collection and trying to keep a balanced distribution of 
funds among the recipients. The donation could be in cash, food or other required materials, depending on the 
recipient organization. The AB of ACAF will set the means to deliver the aid to the beneficiaries through  
organizations or persons designated for that purpose.
Territorial equity: The AB of ACAF will guarantee an equitable territorial distribution of the donations.
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Counterpart: Beneficiaries will commit themselves to give a receipt for the donation stating its type, amount 
and quantity, as well as a report of its use. Beneficiaries will also agree to allow public information of their 
identities and activities, and, if possible, to effect communication at distance in order to inform of their work 
and encourage further solidarity engagement.
Transparency: The AB of ACAF commits itself to publicize all information about the funds obtained, the 
donations granted and the recipients during the entire duration of this campaign.

A detailed report of this solidarity campaign will be made at the end of December 2020.


